
Life as we know it can:

           Catalyze chemical reactions.

           Obtain energy from metabolism.
    
           Grow and reproduce.

           *Evolve.

* Information is encoded within polymers.



Complex molecules are essential to life:

Making complex molecules from simple components 
is thermodynamically unfavorable.

Information storage. Information transfer,
catalysts, regulation.

Catalysts, regulation,  
transporters, structural 
material, etc.



How do living things get unfavorable reactions to go forward?

ATP ADP P
i

+  Energy

ATP can provide energy to drive unfavorable reactions.



Consider a reaction:

A  +  B   ====>    C                           G = +20 kJ/mol



Consider a reaction:

A  +  B   ====>    C                           G = +20 kJ/mol

ATP     ====>   ADP  +  Pi                  G = -50 kJ/mol



The “ATP coupled reaction” is favorable.

Consider a reaction:

A  +  B   ====>    C                           G = +20 kJ/mol

ATP     ====>   ADP  +  Pi                  G = -50 kJ/mol

A  +  B  +  ATP   ====>   C + ADP + Pi     G = -30 kJ/mol

(energy from GTP, acetyl phosphate, etc., is also used to drive reactions)



Hopefully, I’ve convinced you that ATP is useful !

How do living things get ATP?  

Living things make ATP through their metabolism.  



Metabolic pathways



e-  transfer “down hill” 
releases energy.  

Low affinity for 
electrons

(Low reduction 
potential)

Oxidant
(e- sink)

    Food
(e- source)

High affinity for 
electrons

(High reduction 
potential)



e-  transfer from food to oxidant provides energy to transport H+ across a 
membrane, creating a concentration gradient.



e-   transfer provides energy to make a concentration gradient.

The energy in a concentration gradient is used to make ATP.



FeS clusters, Ferredoxins, and Fe are common electron carriers.

Ferredoxin (Fd) Cytochrome C



Many enzymes require “cofactors”.  

   Biotin 
(catalyst) 

Flavin mononucleotide
    (electron carrier)

NAD (electron carrier)        FeS clusters
(electron carrier, catalyst) 

thiamine pyrophosphate
            (catalyst)



All known life requires a source of carbon.



All known life requires a source of carbon.

Some methods for obtaining carbon for growth:

    1)   Kill something and eat it (heterotrophs like us do this).

    2)   Calvin cycle (autotrophs such as plants consume CO
2
).

    3)   The Acetyl-CoA pathway (the most ancient autotrophs).

Acetyl-CoA pathway uses CO
2
 and H

2
 to make acetyl-CoA.





FH4 is tetrahydrofolate.
CFeSP = Corrin iron-sulfur protein.

Acetyl-CoA 
  pathway

Acetyl-CoA



Metabolic pathways

Acetyl-CoA



Lipids

CoA

Acetyl-CoA 
  pathway

H2  and catalysts

amino 
acids porphyrins

Other 
biomolecules



With raw materials, catalysts, electron source & oxidant, 
it’s possible for cells to make copies of themselves.

Carbon source,
electron source, oxidant,
Fe, S, trace elements,
enzyme catalysts, 
ATP to drive reactions.



Why Carbon?

- Abundant

- Can form bonds with 4 other atoms, to make complex molecules

- Makes relatively strong chemical bonds

- Forms stable polymers



Why Carbon?

- Abundant

- Can form bonds with 4 other atoms, to make complex molecules.

- Makes relatively strong bonds.

- Forms stable polymers.

Star Trek: The Original Series.

    (season 1, episode 26)

Captain Kirk confronts a silicon-
based life form.



What are methanogens, and how do they work?



Methanogens.

The most extreme of the 
extremophiles are methanogens.

Methanopyrus kandleri 
can grow at 122 oC.

When I first heard of methanogens, I was baffled.  

Methanogens produce and discard methane.   Why?



Methanogen’s energy metabolism:

What are the conditions where methanogens live?   

4 H2  +  CO2   ==>   CH4  +  2 H2O  +  energy

Why do methanogens discard methane?

Isn't methane an energy source?

(ATP)



Low affinity for 
electrons

Oxidant
(e- sink)

High affinity for 
electrons

Methanogens use H2 

to reduce CO2 to CH4 

releasing energy to 
make a pH gradient.

    Food
(e- source)



Methanogen metabolism.

Methanogens use H2 

to reduce CO2 to CH4 

releasing energy to 
make a pH gradient.

Hydrogenases 
catalyze transfer of 
electrons from H

2
 to 

electron acceptors. 
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CH4 production

by methanogens



Prokaryotic cells (E. coli) Eukaryotes (yeast & humans)

Prokaryotes vs. Eukaryotes
A major division of life

Eukaryotic cells have intracellular 
compartments, cell nuclei, & other 
biological differences from prokaryotes.



Evolutionary tree based on nucleotide sequences

ancestral prokaryote (LUCA)

The bacteria and archaea look alike (single cell, no cell nuclei), but 
are distinctly different branches on the tree of life.



     What do we know about LUCA?

(the Last Universal Common Ancestor)



Tree of life (2016) 
based on genes for 
ribosome components.



Phylogenetic evidence suggests that LUCA:

        Had DNA, RNA, a genetic code, made proteins using ribosomes.

        Used energy from electron transfer to make a concentration gradient.

        Used a concentration gradient as an energy source.

        Used CO
2
 as a carbon source (to make acetyl-CoA or other thioester).

        Likely used H
2
 as an electron source, CO

2
 as an electron sink.

        Many of the enzymes found in LUCA have metal-sulfur clusters
              at their catalytic sites.



LUCA was likely a thermophile and an autotroph, 

with a metabolism that transferred electrons from H2 to CO2.

LUCA may have lived where H2 is produced by serpentine reactions:  

Water on hot rock containing Fe(II).

Vents, subsurface aquifers, impact craters?

These environments contain chemicals

for metabolism (H2, CO2, Fe, S, P, Ni ).

Natural concentration gradients may
have been essential in getting life started.

Fe-S clusters found in metabolic enzymes
may be adapted from pre-biotic catalysts.

Where did life originate?
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